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Running a successful food blog requires more than just talent in the kitchen. To carve out a place for yourself in the online culinary community, you need a website that can clearly and attractively display your best recipes. There are many food-focused themes on wordpress websites, and many of them are free. This
means you can save your money on a nice cast iron pan or a new set of knives and still create a food blog that turns readers' heads. In this article, we will introduce you to ten of the best free food blog topics for WordPress. We'll talk about what makes them unique and help you decide which one is right for you. Let's go
to the kitchen! What to look for in a food blog topic since you can't smell or taste food over the Internet (yet!), culinary blogs need to be based on pictures. That's why the best free food blog topics mostly focus on providing you to display recipe images in all their glory. Some features that will allow you to do this include:
Multiple image gallery optionsWidgets that allow you to embed social media feeds or the latest recipe posts Your videos in case you also use platforms like YouTube to share recipes and techniquesWidgets for your recipes Types of posts, we refer to unique layouts that include recipe-specific items. For example, some
food blogs include rating systems, cooking times, ingredient lists, and more: You don't necessarily need all these features to create a fantastic food blog, but they can definitely make your recipes look more professional and help readers follow your instructions. Choosing the right theme makes it easy to start your site and
get it right to posting quality culinary content. Each of the topics we've listed below brings something different to the table. Since they are all free, however, you have an advantage – you can try all of them up for size to see who is best suited for your food blog. It's easy for kitchens to get full. The same goes for food blog
topics. After all, you're trying to fit a lot of content into your site. Kale offers a modern, organized design that keeps readers' attention to your recipes. When visitors open your blog, they'll see all of your latest posts, which you can assign to different categories. The pages themselves follow a minimalist plan. In the end, you
can share a short chef's resume, including links to your social media pages. This makes Kale an excellent choice for multi-author food blogs. Kale fully responds from the box and includes several layout customization options that you can use to design a unique-looking food blog with ease. These days, most of us are
used to taking pictures in portrait mode. This can cause problems when it comes to including images on your site, as many of the best free food blog themes are designed with horizontal images in mind. Elara however, can easily accommodate vertical shots. Combine it with the excellent use of typography from this topic,
and makes for a unique style. With portrait images, sometimes you're forced to use cropping creatively. This requires focusing on the aspects of each dish that make it pop visually, and this is an area where Elara excels. Simplicity is at the base of many graphic web design nowadays, including food blogs. The less
outrageous elements there are on your website, the more visitors can focus on its content. In your case, this means that they can pay more attention to your recipes and salivation over your photos. Ariel is all about cleanliness and works well with all types of blogs, including cooking ones. This topic makes it easy to add
social media icons to your website so you can drive visitors to your Pinterest or Instagram profiles. It also provides author boxes that work perfectly for recipe posts. If you've ever browsed through a cookbook and wondered what it would look like on a website, you're going to love Recectar. This free food blog theme
avoids traditional blog design and instead uses a split-screen layout that allows readers to jump from recipe to recipe as they scroll down the page. The design of the Recutar home page includes several micro-surface areas, which keep navigation attractive. Recipes are just as fun to read. This topic contains special
recipe modules and instructions, which is ideal for skimmers. Write is not exactly a food blog topic. It was built with all kinds of blogs in mind, but works particularly well to cover a recipe collection. More specifically, Write includes widgets that allow visitors to browse recipes with labels and categories, as well as a section
of recent posts. It also comes with a gorgeous author box that you can display anywhere on your website alongside links to your social media profiles. Write is very easy and fresh, which is another reason why it is one of the best free food blog topics. Your readers can focus on your content without getting stuck by
additional design elements. Foodica Lite is one of our favorite topics when it comes to sharing recipes online. You can use it to create lists of ingredients with unique styles, share information about the difficulty and cooking time of each recipe, and break down the instructions step by step. This theme also comes with
multiple gallery styles that you can use to share images for each step in recipes In addition, it allows you to add parallax scrolling to your images, which is ideal for large headers. Julia Lite is an issue that child herself would be proud of. The theme focuses on a classic design style that shines through every page, but
especially when it comes to recipes. It provides various location layouts as well, each including customized sections for ingredients, directions, cooking time, portions, and difficulty assessment. One of the best aspects of Julia Lite is the use of typography. This theme alternates between multiple styles for different
elements and includes many small strokes to increase readability, such as unique unique drawings, headings and more. Sometimes, the best blog design is a simple one. If you are looking for a free food blog theme that allows you to share your recipes but does not come with any decorative elements or complex features
to browse, Press can be an excellent choice. What type features is a timeless, clean design that works perfectly for most blogs, but especially for those who rely heavily on images. Plus, it lets you show links to your social media profiles front and center, which makes it ideal if you use platforms like Instagram for brand
collaborations. Blossom Recipe offers one of the most exciting takes on recipe layouts we've seen among the best free food blog topics. Its layouts include lists of ingredients that readers can customize depending on how many portions they want to make. They can even check the ingredients from the list, which means
that your blog can double as a shopping aid when visitors go to the supermarket. Blossom Recipe is fully responsive, so it is ideal for use on mobile devices in situations like this. Beyond that, the provisions of the Blossom Recipe make it easy to jump from one step to the next so that your readers can easily follow along
with your instructions. Although the rest of the theme design is not so unique, it only serves to help your recipes stand out. At first glance, Cressida may look like a standard fashion blog theme. However, it packs a lot more functions and details than you'd expect. Its design is elegant and built around beautiful images,
which makes it an excellent choice for viewing photos of your completed dishes on your cooking blog. Cressida also places great emphasis on social media. Provides built-in icons for all your profiles, including Instagram, Pinterest, and even YouTube. It also includes some of the most elegant contact form designs we've
seen, which is convenient if you want to encourage readers to approach or even submit their recipes. Conclusion The best WordPress themes are not just about style. They include features that make it easier to share quality content. When it comes to food blogs, this means pre-built recipe layouts, social media icons,
author bios, and more. Fortunately, there are many free options available, so you can't even spend a cent to find the right one for you. Ultimately, your selection of food theme blog should come down to your unique style. However, if you are looking for Kale's quick recommendation, minimalist design and advanced
integration of social media make it a prime choice for most culinary websites. Do you have any questions on how to choose a food blog topic? Share them with us in the comments section below! Disclosure: This page may contain external affiliate links that may result in LyraThemes.com a commission if you make a
purchase using the links. The views and reviews on this page are completely ours. Philosophy is a free blog template suitable for lifestyle, fashion, food, personal, design or any other awesome blog. Blog. Blog templates come with a beautiful grid layout that will help your blog to stand out. Once you decide to dive into
the blogging world, select the free html blog template website, Content. This area canvas has a nifty, contemporary and simple design that will beautifully showcase your content. Get everyone's mouth to salivation with Delicious free standard recipe website. If sharing recipes and cooking instructions is what you're
passionate about, this is the tool you need. Looking for a wordpress blog theme about lifestyle, fashion, food, personal or any other blog? We've made a list of the best blog topics available today and this list is always up to date with the best options out there. Building a restaurant website has never been easier thanks to
these amazing WordPress restaurant themes. Easy to use and customizable topics with online table reservation, menus and more. FoodeiBlog is a modern, responsive and very eye-catching free food and recipe blog template. If you are a home cook or professional chef, anyone interested in starting their online project,
happen with FoodeiBlog. Yummy is a delicious treat that serves as a free food magazine design template website. It's a tool that sports a spotless and minimalist look, making sure exciting articles and recipes get you all the shine. As a food lover yourself, starting your own online project with stories, a free food and
recipes blog template website, becomes much easier. Hint: travel and food will work ideally! If you are looking for a way to present your dishes in a unique and tempting way, Bueno is the free responsive food blog template website you need. That's a lot of saliva! If you're passionate about cooking and come up with
creative recipes, Foode is probably the free standard food blog site for you. Share your delicious creations with the whole world. If you are passionate about cooking and come up with unique recipes, Foodblog is the free standard food blog site you need. Take their mouths in the water. Juli is a simple but highly
customizable blog theme for fashion, food, lifestyle, personal or any other blogs. It comes with a great regulatory image that will make your blog stand out. Disclosure: This page contains external affiliate links that may result in us receiving commission if you choose to purchase the listed product. The views on this page
are ours and we do not receive any additional bonuses for positive reviews. Reviews.
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